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About This Content

Hymns of Revelations reminds you of the new sacred duties available to you in the new expansion Monks and Mystics. Five
new songs transport your soul to heavenly heights while you scheme and plot on earth. Composed and produced by Yannick Süß

& Robin Birner (Audinity).

Songs included:

1. Agnus Dei
2. Ave Maris Stella

3. Deus Misere
4. Mystery

5. Rorate Caeli
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Arcfall isn't too bad for a Pre-Alpha game!

I messed around with it a few months ago and there wasn't much for me to do. As far as I remember, they only had one island
but now they have many more to explore. The crafting system is quite in-depth and you to use multiple resource gathering skills
to work with the main crafting skills such as blacksmithing.

This game has a long way to go of course but with more support from players, I can see great things in the future for Arcfall.

Keep up the great work, team!. There is only one level, and it's really short. I've played 0.2 hours, and that's all that there is to
the game. Save your money until they actually add some content worth the $5 price tag.. excellent sense of combat
i can fight with 3 diffcult ai now and love it
still want online fight. I'm single so this game suck,..
if u have friend buy this game , this is so interesting. It's like a ♥♥♥♥♥♥ mobile game put on steam. Get this trash off the
store please.. AG Racer that actually controls and feels like F-Zero. Unlike a bunch of other AG Racers on here with normal
physics.
Oh, and the track editor is very thorough and pushes this to insta-buy.. Not as good as you remember.. Good Little game. No
frustration jumping in and playing co-op. Just worked, which is a awesome. Cheaper then a movie ticket. 9\/10.. it has no sound
effects
And its really hard to play because the controls really Suck
Add better controls pls
. There's no tutorial. The game expects you to have played previous editions of this game which i have not.
There's no way of knowing if what you're doing is working or if you're even doing it correctly. e.g wiggle the right stick side to
side to get a quick play the ball. It's either never worked or i'm not doing it correctly. Who knows? that's why most games have
tutorials to make sure the player understands what to do and then successfully executes the function to move to the next stage of
the tutorial.
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For mini game is Good
But I Prefer VR HTC Version.... This story is totally worth it just to read the words -

 "I'm going to rip your heart out - through your♥♥♥♥♥quot; and ending 5 is hilarious - funny funny guy - btw once you have
played through an option path you can just skip to the choices - totally worth to buy on sale just for the laughs at the end of
ending 5. Easy to pick up and a little masterpiece for simplicity.

Roguelike game with ingame points to spent for upgrades, think about more health, stamina (which is used to attack), speed,
damage and certain skills (depending on class).

Left mouse button to move, right mouse button to attack.
Three different classes of which two have to be unlocked, so far I played the warrior and berserker and both feel very different
to play, while still being equally balanced.

Good to play for a while and to pick up later on.
Definitely worth the 3 bucks, even more so if it gets on sale.
Oh yeah and it has an awesome oldschool soundtrack which totaly fits the game!

If you wan't to see some gameplay with the first boss check the video below
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=MIIuuWBi00M. Great game to play with friends.. brain... melting...

...worth it.
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